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Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high; 

Where knowledge is free; 

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments by 

narrow domestic walls; 

Where words come out from the depth of truth; 

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection: 

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the 

desert sand of dead habit; 

Where the mind is led forward by thee into ever-widening 

thought and action - Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, 

let my country awake. 

This is my prayer to thee, my lord - strike, strike at the root of 

penury in my heart. 

Give me the strength lightly to bear my joys and sorrows. ~ 

Give me the strength to make my love fruitful in service 

Give me the strength never to disown the poor or bend my 

knees before insolent might. 

Give me the strength to raise my mind high above daily 

trifles. 

And give me the strength to surrender my strength to thy will 

with love. 

Rabindranath Tagore 
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PREFACE 

Every now and again an institution is touched by a personal grace. 
So powerful is the relation between the person and the institution 
that the one merges into the other. The person breathes his life into 
the institution and endears it to his society in a way that an 
impersonal institution never can. The institution will live on 
beyond the life of the person and the person will live on in the 
institution beyond his life. Such is the symbiotic relation Kogi Singh 
paints between Bhai Rambharos and the Aryan Benevolent Home. 

The meeting between the two could not but have been traumatic, 
especially for the seven year old Rambharos who had just lost his 
father and was expected, as the only well member of the family, to 
care for his invalid mother and mentally retarded brother. The Home 
offered the destitute family a refuge, albeit in a bleak overcrowded 
room in a wood and iron cottage where the inmates literally lived 
on the floor, sleeping, eating and doing whatever chores came their 
way there. But as mean as were the conditions at the Home, they 
rescued the family from the abject poverty in which the family had 
floundered. 

There is the heart-rending image of the six-year old Shishupal 
struggling to transport his mortally ill father in a wheelbarrow for 
medical attention; there is the grace of the tenderhearted boy whose 
sweet nature blocked out the pain and hunger and responded to the 
kindness of his benefactors. He never complained though he was 
dumped into an Old Age Home and forced into the inaction of the 
infirm and invalid. It was hardly the environment to nurture the 
inquisitive mind of the child Rambharos, bubbling with 
enthusiasm to understand and create. Yet he overcame the 



limitations of that environment and expanded beyond it. Far from 
harbouring resentment, he converted the tedious demands of his 
elderly companions into service as prescribed by the Vedas and 
conquered his deprivations by converting them into fulfilments. 
Barricaded behind the gates of the Home and bereft of all 
recreational activities, he created his own, measuring the flow of 
traffic on Bellair Road by day and devising a game of 
distinguishing the buses by their sound by night. Excluded from 
normal society, he inveigled his way into it by running errands for 
his teacher and immersing himself into the activities of the Arya 
Samaj and its affiliates. 

At seventeen, he was a me:riiber of the Arya Yuvuk Sabha, at 21 
he was its secretary, and while still in his thirties, he became 
chairperson of the Home itself. The adopted became the adoptee. 
And to what purpose? To transform and modernise, so that its 
residents would live in comfort and hope so that it would become a 
true refuge and cease to be a disposal ground for the dispossessed 
and the discarded. 

Simultaneous with his service to the Home was the flourishing 
of Bhai Rambharos' academic career. He qualified as a teacher, 
graduated and was recently conferred with an honorary doctorate 
by the University of Natal. As distinguished as was his teaching 
career, the Home always came first and he took early retirement 
when called to head the fund-raising campaign to expand and 
develop the Institution. 

It is a remarkable story that Kogi Singh unfolds, of an orphan, 
brought up in an orphanage, a veritable Oliver Twist, only he does 
not fall into the hands of a Fagan; he is not rescued by a benefactor 
- he rescues himself; he lifts himself out, and up from a situation 
tailor-made for bitterness and revenge, and converts it into one of 
opportunity and hope. He achieves this miracle by loving the 
institution and through love, conquering his subconscious dread of 
it as a child and in adulthood, converting it, in brick and mortar and 
human values into one of the finest welfare institutions in the 
country. 
Fatima Meer - April 2000 



INTRODUCTION 

It has taken many months to put together this book, largely 
because Bhai Rambharos has had a long, varied and rich life that 
reflects so many different interests. It has been an immense task 
that has raised many difficult questions. How does one, for 
example, convey his life without lapsing into hyperbole? How 
does one separate the man from his work, when the two, combined, 
make him into what he is? How does one remain objective when 
enveloped by his warmth and gentleness? 

It has not been easy. I have struggled with what to include and 
what to omit, for to do justice to his achievements would require 
volumes. I have merely touched upon them. It is impossible to 
mention all those who have worked closely with him, locally, 
nationally and internationally, for that would read as an impressive 
list of those whose lives have been marked by 'caring, serving and 
sharing' ( a motto of the Aryan Benevolent Home). 

I have had to remind myself again and again that this is his 
biography, as it would be very easy indeed to become lost in the 
labryinthine passages that lead to his social, cultural, religious and 
educational achievements, and shift attention to the organisations 
he serves, rather than to his contributions to their development. This 
is particularly so with the Aryan Benevolent Home, which has 
become synonymous with his name. I have explored the earlier days 
of his life in detail, in the attempt to assess the impact of those who 
guided him and thereby helped to shape his vision. It is, in my 
belief, the key to understanding who and what he is. 



Bhai Rambharos turned 80 years old on 27 February 2000. Sadly, 
there were not many I could tum to for information about his early 
life. Much of what is contained in Part One comes from his 
prodigious memory, his writings and the recollections of those few 
still with us. The Brochures of the Arya Yuvuk Sabha, the Aryan 
Benevolent Home and the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha have been very 
helpful indeed in providing information about their activities, by 
which means it has been possible to infer the nature of his 
contributions. The massive Minute Books of the ABH were a 
daunting sight indeed, but wt;re crucial to seeing him in the role of 
President. 

The adult phase of his life has been traced through interviews 
with family, friends, colleagues in education and social service, 
through local and overseas newspaper articles, magazines and 
television interviews. The personal diary in which Bhai Rambharos 
began to record details of his life and work in 1949, has been 
invaluable. 

As we move forward to a developing sense of national pride and 
anticipate the 'African Renaissance' that must and will materialise, 
we need to remember the achievements of the past, which are 
inextricably a part of our history. From them we may be able to 
draw inspiration, courage and faith in the future. Bhai Rambharos 
represents the best in all of us. His story must be told, for in him we 
find the ideal of service, translated into inspired and inspiring 
action. 

I am indebted to Rajendra Chetty, whose article on Bhai 
Rambharos, entitled Labour of Love and published in the Sunday 
Times Extra on 6 September 1981, gave me the title for this book. 

Kogi Singh 
Durban 
8 April 2000 
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FROM BIRTH 
TO 

YOUNG ADULT 
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CHAPTER 1 

FROM INDIA TO SOUTH AFRICA 

In 1896 three young brothers left Calcutta aboard the SS Pongola, 
their destination, South Africa. The eldest, Ramnarain, was twenty 
two, Rambharos was twenty and the youngest a mere seventeen. 
They were the sons of Matadin, a poor farm labourer in the village 
of Kaithpurwa, Fatehpur District, Benares. They had been attracted 
by the promises of a recruiting scout employed by agents to find 
labour for Natal. He guaranteed them a new and invigorating life in 
distant South Africa, where, he claimed, prospects for employment 
were plentiful, wages were good and accommodation was provided 
free of charge. He indicated that after a five year period of 
indentured service they could, if they wished, enter into a further 
period of service. For the right to remain in the colony after that, 
they were required to pay a residential tax of three pounds, which 
would enable them to hire out their services or open small 
businesses of their own. 

These promises were enticing. There were few opportunities for 
employment in the village of Kaithpurwa and its surrounds. One 
had the choice of leaving the village in the forlorn hope of finding 
work elsewhere or accepting the starvation wages paid by 
landowners. The brothers' education had been circumscribed by the 
endless cycle of poverty that made life for the village labourers a 
constant struggle for survival. In the closed circle of their village, 
each day was like every other - awakening before sunrise, offering 
their prayers and going out to work in the paddy fields under a 
relentless sun, until after its setting in the west. The scout's offer, 



2 The Early Years 

together with the chance of freedom from bondage to their 
impoverished life, were too attractive to ignore. 

Like the more than 62 000 people from all parts of India who 
had left to seek their fortunes in South Africa since 1860, they bade 
farewell to the known and familiar, to family and friends, and set 
out for the land of opportunity. Their few belongings were tied neatly 
into bundles for the long journey by cattle-drawn cart from Benares 
to Calcutta, where, together with 72 others, they boarded the 
SS Pongola. 

The plight of Indians in South Africa was, at the time, a question 
of pressing urgency to the Government of India and a matter for 
heated debate in government circles. In the relatively obscure 
villages of India, however, there was little exposure to high politics 
and scarcely any understanding of international issues. The three 
sons of Matadin knew nothing about their countrymen's successive 
crises in South Africa, and in Natal in particular - the British colony 
on the east coast towards which they were steaming steadily. On 
22 May 1896, they reached Port Natal, where they were assigned to 
farms in the midlands of Natal. In April 1901, after completing the 
compulsory five-year period of indentured service, the eldest and 
youngest chose to return to India, taking with them their hard-earned 
savings. The second of the three brothers, Rambharos, Colonial 
Number 62248, elected to remain behind to make a life for himself 
in the new country. 

In the absence of records of the movements of 'free' Indians, 
there is no traceable information about Rambharos Matadin for a 
period of nineteen years. Certain assumptions may be made, 
however, from the recollections of his younger son, Shishupal 
Rambharos (or 'Bhai' Rambharos, as he is better known), whose 
life is recorded in this biography. It is assumed that his parents 
married during the second decade of the twentieth century. His 
mother, Sankaree, was a much younger woman who came from 
Camperdown, a small village near Pietermaritzburg, in Natal. 
Rambharos was forty-one years old when their first child, 
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Ramnarain, was born. Their second son, Shishupal, was born two 
years later on 27 February 1920. There are no details available about 
his mother's family, except for their place of residence, which is 
recorded in the certificate of birth issued in Durban on 19 March 
1920, in the name of 'Sisupal Rambharos'. Though the document 
also reveals that he was born at 'Mount Desire', P.O. Nel's Rust, he 
cannot remember hearing the name ever mentioned in his home, 
but recalls his father speaking of 'Tappie's Farm' in Net's Rust, a 
district of Richmond. On this basis it may be presumed that the one 
was the official name of the farm and the other was the name by 
which the employees referred to it. 

When Bhai Rambharos was three years old, his father moved 
from Richmond to new employment in Gillitts, a small village close 
to Pinetown. It is from this point that his first clear memories of his 
life emerge and it becomes possible to assess the early influences in 
his life that helped to shape him into one of the most respected and 
admired examples of South Africa's first generation Indians. 

Notes 
1. In 1958, prior to graduating from the University of Natal, he applied 

for a change of name, and was issued with a new birth certificate, 
with his name indicated as 'Shishupul Rambharos'. Most documents 
previous to that date (including school reports and certificates) are 
issued to 'Sisupal Rambharos,' or 'Sisupaul Rambharos.' 



The Arya Yuvuk Sabha outside the Home which opened in 1921 

Officials and Members o( the Arya Yuvuk Sabha, 1928 



CHAPTER 2 

THE WORLD OF A CHILD 

When Sankaree gave birth to their first child in 1918, Rambharos 
named him 'Ramnarain', in honour.of his paternal uncle in India 
and as a link with his past life in India. The birth of a son to carry on 
the family name was a cause for pride and they were joined in their 
celebrations by the little farm community in Richmond. Before many 
months had passed, however, they realised that the baby's 
development was abnormally slow. By the time he was fourteen 
months old, they had to accept that he required constant care and 
supervision and would continue to do so for the rest of his life. 

Consequently, when their second son was born, they chose his 
name with special care: it honoured Sisupala, the King of Cedi, 
whose spiritual trials and ultimate attainment of bliss is recorded in 
Canto Seven of the Bhagavad Gita1• Translated from Hindi into 
English, the name means 'take care of the child'. The younger boy 
was thereby allocated the. role of guardian and supporter of his 
incapacitated brother. However, as his mother had longed for a 
daughter, and this second son was so beautiful, she insisted on 
calling him 'beti', much to her husband's amusement. And 'beti' 
he remained to her, for the rest of her life. 

His rapid development must have brought untrammelled joy into 
his parents' lives. He learnt that he was a quiet baby, peaceful by 
nature and responsive to their voices. Though small and delicate in 
appearance like his mother, he had a healthy appetite and shortly 
after he was a year old he had started taking his first tentative steps. 
By the time he was eighteen months old he was able to speak short 
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phrases in Hindi, the language of his home. He developed quickly, 
showing an alert and receptive mind, all the signs pointing to a 
normal, healthy child. 

In 1923, the family moved from Richmond to Gillitts, where 
Rambharos worked as supervisor in the flower nursery of a large 
farm. The accommodation provided was a single room in a 
two-roomed barracks-type building; it served as both kitchen and 
living area. The family slept on sacking on the bare ground, with 
their neatly folded clothes used as pillows; the cooking area was a 
small fireplace on the floor, to the left of the entrance. The walls 
nearby were blackened by the smoke, while the acrid smell of damp 
firewood hung in the air. Pots, mugs, plates and a single oil lamp 
were stored on a makeshift shelf that leaned against the wall. A pit 
dug into the ground behind their home served as the toilet. 
Rambharos had erected poles around it, to which he attached 
sackcloth to provide a screen. A wall separated the two open spaces 
in front of the two rooms in the building and theirs was used as the 
bathroom, with water carried from the stream below their home 
and heated over the fireplace. One of the indelible impressions Bhai 
has of this early phase of his life was the sound of his father in the 
early hours of the morning, as he cleaned his teeth with splinters of 
a peach branch, gargled and cleared his throat. 

There were no windows, only long narrow openings in the wall, 
through which they felt the heat of summer and the icy winds of 
winter. The rags that Rambharos stuffed into the ventilation slits 
could not stop the cold from seeping in during the winter nights. 
Sometimes he lit a low fire to keep the room warm, but this was a 
luxury they could ill afford. Instead they huddled together under 
layers of sacking, in a vain attempt to escape the bone-chilling cold 
that penetrated the thin walls and rose from the ground. " 

Their only neighbour was a single man who must have been 
employed in some other part of the farm. They hardly ever saw him 
and there was very little communication between them, though 
Rambharos a.nd he exchanged a few words now and then. After the 
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communal life of the small workers' barracks in Richmond, Bhai's 
parents found it hard at first to live in isolation. There was little 
opportunity to get to know the people of the village across the river 
as Rambharos worked long hours for five days a week and also on 
Saturday mornings. His wife's rheumatism and poor eyesight and 
Ramnarain' s incapacity kept the two of them imprisoned within the 
precincts of their home. Rambharos walked to the village store for 
replenishments on Saturday afternoons, sometimes taking his 
younger son with him. As he earned very little, their lives were 
frugal and their needs simple. 

·1 In his new surroundings, young Bhai Rambharos bloomed. There 
was boundless space to run around in; there was a little stream in 
which he dabbled his feet and floated leaf boats; there was a large 
willow tree with low overhanging branches on which he swung 
precariously. Each day brought some new adventure, some greater 
exploration of his environment. The only problem he experienced 
in these idyllic surroundings was with Ramnarain, who was either 
aggressive or ignored him completely. He learnt the hard way how 
to avoid his brother and how to defend himself. As they grew older 
they often engaged in battle, rolling over and over on the ground, 
scratching and punching. Invariab.ly, the bigger and stronger 
Ramnarain won and the little boy dragged himself into the house, 
nursing his wounds but refusing to cry. It was a matter of honour to 
him not to show defeat. In reprisal, he frequently teased and 
provoked his brother and then escaped to hide behind his mother's 
skirt. Once, when Ramnarain refused to give him the axe he was 
using, he taunted him, saying 'You can't even chop wood!' and 
deliberately put his foot on the log to challenge him. Ramnarain 
raised the axe and brought it down forcefully. Bhai describes the 
rest: 

The next thing I knew was agonising pain. My left foot had a 
gaping wound and there was blood all over. My mother screamed 
in horror while Ramnarain just stood there, staring. There were no 
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doctors nearby and no means of getting to one in Pinetown. In 
emergencies people had to manage ·with whatever they had. I 
remember distinctly that chicken fat was applied with a long feather. 
The bone set in position and the healing process began. My left 
foot still bears the scar. 

It was obvious that, for the sake of their mother's sanity and the 
younger boy's safety, the brothers had to be separated for the better 
part of the day. Managing two young children who could not play 
together peacefully was taking its toll on their mother. She found it 
increasingly difficult to cope as Ramnarain took up most of her 
time. Much to Bhai's delight, 'Rambharos decided to take him to 
the flower nursery each day, once his foot had healed. They set off 
each morning, the little boy filled with self-importance, his hand 
tucked into his father's large fist and swinging his lunch-can 
happily. For him this was a special time, when he had the undivided 
attention of his father, whose gentle and loving nature made every 
day a happy one. 

At the nursery, he became the centre of attention of the Zulu
speaking workers, most of whom were women. They were as 
fascinated by him as he was by their beaded clothes and head-dress 
and the strange clicking sounds of their speech. They were amused 
by his prattling in a language they did not understand and curious 
about his absorption with the solitary games that he played. 
Touching his fine, silky hair and pale skin, they marvelled at the 
difference to their own. They usually sang as they worked and he 
sometimes tried to join in, sounding the unfamiliar words in his 
soft voice and running to hide behind his father when they shouted 
and clapped their hands in appreciation. 

He made himself useful by picking up bulbs that had fallen to 
the ground and collecting the stray leaves and stems in neat little 
piles on the ground. He was happy to be there with his father and 
the workers, reassured by their close presence as he played. As he 
had never had friends to play with, he learnt to amuse himself. 
When he grew tired of being confined to the nursery he went to the 
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